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Liposarcomas are the commonest soft tissue sarcomas. They are subdivided into 4 histological types- well differentiated, myxoid, 
pleomorphic and dedifferentiated. Dedifferentiated liposarcomas are most commonly found in the retroperitoneum. Patients usu-
ally present with complaints of abdominal distension. Radical resection is the treatment of choice. Extensive sampling and thorough 
histological examination for lipoblasts is mandatory in any undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma arising from the retroperitoneum 
to exclude the possibility of a dedifferentiated liposarcoma. It is important to differentiate dedifferentiated liposarcoma from other 
retroperitoneal sarcomas as their prognosis is better than the rest. Herein, we are presenting a case of dedifferentiated liposarcoma 
in a 61 year old with complaints of progressive abdominal discomfort and distension for 8 months.
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Introduction
Sarcomas are considered rare neoplasms representing less than 1% of all malignancies. Among them, liposarcomas constitute 15 - 20% 

of all malignant mesenchymal lesions, therefore making them the commonest soft tissue sarcomas [1]. According to WHO classification 
(2013), they are divided into five subtypes: Atypical lipomatous neoplasm/Well differentiated Liposarcoma, Myxoid/Round cell tumour, 
Dedifferentiated, Pleomorphic sarcoma or Liposarcoma not otherwise specified [2]. Another classification according to histopathological 
features divided this entity into 4 groups - well differentiated, myxoid, pleomorphic and dedifferentiated. Well differentiated and myxoid 
liposarcomas are low grade tumours with an indolent clinical course while dedifferentiated, round cell and pleomorphic liposarcomas 
are high grade aggressive tumours with metastatic potential [3]. The concept of dedifferentiated liposarcoma was described by Evans in 
1979 as a dimorphic tumour with areas of well differentiated liposarcoma juxtaposed with high grade spindle cell areas [4]. It is seen 
most frequently in middle aged and older adults [5]. The most common site of origin of dedifferentiated liposarcoma is retroperitoneum. 
However, they can arise in the extremities [6,7], trunk [8] and rarely head and neck [9].
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Case Report
A 61year old man presented to the Department of GI Surgery with abdominal discomfort along with progressive abdominal distensi-

on for 8 months. Contrast enhanced computed tomography showed presence of a large retroperitoneal mass on the left side displacing 
the left kidney along with left sided hydronephrosis (Figure 1A and 1B). The past medical history of the patient was not significant. The 
routine laboratory investigations were within normal limits with mildly compromised renal function tests.

Per-operative findings stated a solid cystic lesion in the retroperitoneum encasing the left ureter. Gross examination of the tumour 
showed a partially encapsulated globular grey white to grey brown specimen measuring 20 x 18 x 7 cm. Outer surface was bosselated 
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Figure 1A and 1B : CECT whole abdomen showing presence of a large retroperitoneal mass displacing the left kidney.

Figure 2 : Gross Findings 2A-2B Partially encapsulated globular greyish white to greyish brown soft tissue specimen. 
 Cut surface is firm and fleshy showing variegated appearance with grey white solid and cystic areas.  

2C-D: Cystic spaces filled with gelatinous mucoid material.

with presence of numerous dilated and congested blood vessels. Capsular breach was also identified in few areas. Cut surface was firm to 
fleshy with variegated solid cystic appearance (Figure 2A and 2B). The cystic spaces were filled with gelatinous greenish coloured mucoid 
material (Figure 2C and 2D). Areas of necrosis and haemorrhage were also identified.
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Figure 3: Histopathological findings. 3A: A biphasic tumour composed of lipomatous component and  
high grade pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma. 

3B-3D: High power view showing lipomatous tumour composed of mature adipocytes of various sizes. 

Few pleomorphic multivacuolated lipoblast with bizzare hyperchromatic nuclei seen. 3E-3F:

 Low power and high power view of pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma cells arranged in storiform  
and fascicles pattern showing whorling at few places.

The histopathological examination showed a biphasic tumour composed of lipomatous component and high grade pleomorphic undi-
fferentiated tumour (Figure 3A). The lipomatous areas revealed mature adipocytes separated by fibrovascular septae. Few pleomorphic 
multivacuolated lipoblasts with bizarre hyperchromatic and scalloped nuclei also identified (Figure 3B-3D). The high grade areas showed 
tumour cells arranged in fascicles and storiform pattern with whorling noted at a few places (Figure 3E and 3F). The tumour cells were 
pleomorphic, round to oval with vesicular chromatin, prominent nucleoli and eosinophilic cytoplasm. Many multivacuolated tumour giant 
cells were noted. Large areas of haemorrhage and necrosis with many dilated and congested blood vessels seen. Numerous mitotic figures 
including many atypical forms noted.

Discussion
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The final report was dispatched as Malignant Dedifferentiated Liposarcoma, Grade 3 (TNM stage: pT4N0M0). The patient was dischar-
ged 15 days after surgery and the post -operative follow up is unremarkable till date.

Liposarcomas are the commonest soft tissue sarcomas [1]. They are classified into 4 categories- well differentiated liposarcoma/ 
atypical lipomatous tumours, myxoid, pleomorphic and dedifferentiated. Most common type is myxoid liposarcoma (approximately 50% 
of all liposarcomas) followed by well differentiated liposarcoma. Dedifferentiated liposarcomas occur in upto 10% of well differentiated 
liposarcoma.
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Well differentiated liposarcomas can arise in the extremities or retroperitoneum. They are more common in the 5th to 7th decade of life 
[10]. Incidence of dedifferentiation of these tumours at any site is around 10% [10]; however it increases in neoplasms situated in deeper 
locations like retroperitoneum [4].

Dedifferentiated liposarcoma presents most commonly in the 6th to 8th decade with equal gender distribution [5]. Retroperitoneum 
is the most frequent site such that undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas arising from the retroperitoneum are thought to represent 
dedifferentiated liposarcomas [11]. Other sites include extremities [6,7], trunk [8], head and neck [9]. Majority of dedifferentiated lipo-
sarcomas (approximately 90%) arise de novo whereas the remainder arise in previous well differentiated liposarcomas [13]. They usually 
present as painless masses with a history of slow increase in size leading to abdominal distension or symptoms from compression effect 
on other surrounding organs. 

Dedifferentiated liposarcomas is a high grade sarcoma with aggressive behavior and increased risk of recurrence. This entity is mostly 
time dependent rather than site dependent phenomenon. Risk of local recurrence is around 40%, risk of metastasis ranges from 15 to 
30% and 5 year survival rate is 28% [1,15]. Metastasis of dedifferentiated liposarcomas could be within the retroperitoneum or to distant 
sites like the brain, liver, bone or lungs. Most important adverse prognostic factor is location in the retroperitoneum as it is associated with 
worse survival in comparison to other locations [13].

Dedifferentiated liposarcomas are large, multinodular with grey white to yellowish cut surface with variegated appearance. They 
may contain discrete, solid, often tan-grey non-lipomatous (dedifferentiated) areas. Dedifferentiated areas often show necrosis. Usually 
there is an abrupt transition from the well differentiated liposarcoma to dedifferentiated liposarcomas [14]. Dedifferentiated areas most 
frequently show ‘MFH’-like pleomorphic sarcoma or intermediate to high grade myxofibrosarcoma. They typically are highly cellular with 
marked pleomorphism with cells arranged in a fascicular or storiform pattern with a collagenous or myxoid stroma. Rarely, dedifferenti-
ated liposarcomas could be low grade with bland histologic features [15].

Heterologous differentiation towards osteoid, chondroid or myoid differentiation may be seen in about 5% cases [16]. Retroperitoneal 
liposarcomas with rhabdomyoblastic differentiation are associated with worst outcome [17]. The extent of dedifferentiated areas does 
not seem to predict the outcome. Paradoxically, despite being a high grade tumour, it exhibits a less aggressive clinical course, although 
the basis for this difference is still unknown. It could be attributed to relative absence of complex karyotypic aberrations and integrity of 
the TP53 [2].

In table 1, we compared clinicopathological parameters of our case with other studies.

Dedifferentiated liposarcomas have a varied immunohistochemical profile with variable CD34 expression with focal SMA positivity 
[29]. Combined use of CDK4, MDM2 and p16 is useful to differentiate well differentiated liposarcoma/ dedifferentiated liposarcomas from 
other lipogenic tumours. Among these, p16 is most sensitive and specific marker for well differentiated liposarcoma/dedifferentiated 
liposarcomas while MDM2 is the least [30].

Genetics of dedifferentiated liposarcomas include amplification of chromosome 12q13-15 which includes genes like CDK4, MDM2 and 
HMGA2 seen at locus 12q14.3 [31]. A significant increase in the level of both MDM2 overexpression and amplification in the high-grade 
areas has been related with tumor progression [32,33].

The treatment guidelines include radical resection with removal of contiguous viscera to achieve complete tumour clearance. Impact 
of non-surgical therapy is yet to be clearly defined.
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Sr. no. Name of  
authors

No. of 
cases

Most common 
 clinical presentation Location Age Gender Heterologous  

elements

1.
McCormick., 
et al. (1994) 

[15]
32

Abdominal pain or 
slow growing mass 

depending on location

Retroperitoneum: 15 (47%)

Extremities: 6 (19%)

Paratesticular: 4 (13%)

Peritoneal: 3 (9%)

Trunk: 2 (6%)

Buttock: 1 (3%)

Larynx: 1(3%)

Median: 
67

Male: 20 
(62%)

Female: 
12 (38%)

-

2. Moyon., et al. 
(2018) [18] 1 Abdominal mass Retroperitoneum 34 Female -

3.
Trombatore., 
et al. (2016) 

[19]
1 Abdominal discomfort Retroperitoneum 68 Female Osteosarcomatous 

component

4. Salata., et al. 
(2016) [8] 1 Chest pain Diaphragm 26 Female Chondroid  

component

5. Koroly., et al. 
(2016) [20] 1 Chest pain Diaphragm 67 Female -

6. Luo., et al. 
(2018) [21] 61 Abdominal mass Retroperitoneum Median: 

51

Male: 30 
(49%)

Female: 
31 (51%)

-

7. Kim., et al. 
(2010) [22] 1 Abdominal mass Retroperitoneum 51 Male -

8.
Agrawal., et 
al. (2015) 

[23]
1 Slow growing mass Buttock 39 Male Chondrosarcomatous  

differentiation

9. Jagtap., et al. 
(2013) [24] 1 Swelling in left thigh Thigh 60 Female Fibrosarcomatous  

differentiation

10.
Naniwadek-

ar., et al. 
(2016) [25]

1 Swelling in the  
dorsum of foot Foot 80 Female -

11.
Sinhasan., 

et al. (2016) 
[26]

1 Swelling in thigh Thigh 30 Male -

12. Wang., et al. 
(2012) [9] 1 Painless mass in right 

neck Neck 20 Female -

13.
Andrea., et 
al. (2018) 

[27]
1 Swelling in upper 

eyelid Orbit 47 Male -

14.
Nimura., et 
al. (2017) 

[28]
1 Firm non tender mass Oral floor 69 Male -

15. Our case 1 Abdominal distension Retroperitoneum 61 Male -

 Table 1: Clinicopathological parameters of other studies compared with our case.
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Conclusion

The importance of diagnosing a dedifferentiated liposarcoma and differentiating it from other sarcomas in the retroperitoneum lies in 
the fact that their prognosis is better than the other undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas. Extensive sampling and thorough histologi-
cal examination for lipoblasts is mandatory in any undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma arising from the retroperitoneum to exclude the 
possibility of a dedifferentiated liposarcoma.
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